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ABOUT US

We are a leading digital skills academy with a diverse and inclusive community of employers, students, alumni 
and industry supporters. Our mission is to train and upskill a new generation of digital talent, delivering 

job-ready individuals to the tech industry throughout Scotland.

SOME OF OUR EMPLOYER PARTNERS OUR SUPPORTERS

EDI GLA

CAMPUSES IN
EDINBURGH & GLASGOW

250+ STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN 2017

100+ EMPLOYERS
 JOINED US SO FAR

SKILLS GAP WITH 12.8K
JOBS AVAILABE EACH YEAR

IMMERSIVE & PART TIME
COURSES AVAILABLE



HIRING OUR GRADUATES

Pair-Programming   |  UNIX and Git  |  Test Driven Development  
|  Database design, creation and querying using raw SQL (PostGres)  

|  Mobile application development (Android)  |  HTTP and web 
programming (Sinatra)  |  JavaScript (Node / Browser)  |    Object 

Oriented Programming  |  JavaScript TDD (Mocha, Chai)  |  Async 
Programming  |  Functional programming techniques  |  Web 

Application Development  |  Full-stack JavaScript apps (Express, 
Mongo)  |  Front-end web frameworks (React)  |  Back-end 

framework (Rails)  |  Object Relational Mappers (ActiveRecord)  |  
Statically typed programming (Java)

OUR 16-WEEK SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COURSE

PASSIONATE
• Growth mindset
• Self motivated
• Invested in the future

TEAM PLAYER
• Collaboration = high performance
• Portfolio of team projects
• Accelerated learning

TECHNICAL
• Variety of languages
• Portfolio of web projects
• Use cutting edge technologies

DIVERSE
• Wide range of backgrounds
• Transferable skills
• Advocates of diversity

QUALITIES OF A CODECLAN STUDENT

</>

92% PLACED
IN SCOTLAND

AVERAGE AGE
THIRTY

MANY EMPLOYERS
MAKE REPEAT HIRES

75% ARE
CAREER CHANGERS

GRADUATES
 EMPLOYED SO FAR

COMPLETED OUR
16-WEEK COURSE

GUIDANCE ON
AVERAGE SALARY

1/3 OF STUDENTS
ARE FEMALE

16

100+ £



FINDING YOU THE PERFECT MATCH

HELP CONNECTING
Our speed networking events are the perfect 
opportunity to meet students before they 
graduate and kick-start your recruitment process

Our student placement team, employer speed networking 
events & CV preparation give our graduates and employers 

the best chance of finding the perfect match.

MATCHING SERVICE
We’ll match you with the right candidates for your 
business and assist with CV screening. We’ll also 
help arrange interviews and technical testing 

HELPING YOU HIRE

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
Attend / host events where you can spread the 
word about working for your business



Committed, passionate and skilled people that will enhance your business

Dedicated hiring support

Monthly e-newsletter with profiles of our latest available graduates

Discounts on training for your existing team

Access to a network of Scotland’s finest tech companies

Opportunity to help shape our curriculum

Tickets to our flagship events & awards

Thought leadership and profile-raising opportunities at Digital Talks

JOIN THE COMMUNITY

WHY JOIN US?

BECOMING AN EMPLOYER PARTNER

FEWER THAN 15 EMPLOYEES

15-50 EMPLOYEES

51-250 EMPLOYEES

OVER 250 EMPLOYEES

0131 290 2600

INFO@CODECLAN.COM

WWW.CODECLAN.COM

£1,500
PER HIRE

£2,500
PER HIRE

£3,750
PER HIRE

£5,000
PER HIRE

NO COST TO JOIN...
ONLY PAY WHEN YOU HIRE!

CONTRIBUTIONS PER HIRE
TOWARDS THE COSTS OF TRAINING EACH INDIVIDUAL

Our diverse community covering both digital services and products consists of over 100 Scottish-based employers and is growing 
rapidly. Half are small, with less than 50 staff, and they range from start-ups, through public sector organisations, to large 

companies. Our tiered fee hiring structure makes hiring talent from CodeClan accessible to all companies within our community.



INSPIRING STORIES

“So far we have recruited two students from CodeClan as Technical Consultants. Given the investment they have made into their 
careers, we have found them both to be very motivated, making them committed to consolidating what they’re learning on a daily 
basis here at Edge Testing. 

CodeClan appealed to us because we like the fact that the course allows students to work independently and in groups for projects, 
meaning that the course is not entirely classroom orientated and that what the students are learning has to be evidenced “

DAVID DE LERMA
FROM: GEOPHYSICIST 

TO: TECHNICAL CONSULTANT AT EDGE TESTING

“CodeClan allowed me to pursue my dream job as an IT professional and with Edge Testing, I can keep learning and improving my 
skills. CodeClan offered me exactly what I needed. The homework and projects were a great opportunity for me to consolidate 
what I was learning during lessons.“

NADIA MCKAY
EDGE TESTING, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR



INSPIRING STORIES

“At 1PartCarbon, we have a fairly senior team and we are always looking to bring in new talent. At the moment we need more skilled 
engineers and developers to enable us to grow. CodeClan’s presentation of candidates and access to its students gave us time and 
opportunities to engage with them in a variety of situations. This made for a thorough process when choosing candidates. On top of 
a modern relevant curriculum, CodeClan’s students’ seem very committed, with their investment in the course and maturity helping 
them to be focused and realistic about the industry. 

If all CodeClan students are as good as Alison then we will definitely consider hiring from CodeClan again in the future.“

ALISON BARNETT
FROM: MARKETING MANAGER 

TO: SOFTWARE DEVELOPER AT 1PART CARBON

“I was very excited when I got my job offer less than a week after I finished my course, it was great to have the chance to put into 
practice what I’d learned so quickly. It’s one of the best decisions I’ve ever made!“

EUAN MACKENZIE
ONE PART CARBON, CEO



BE PART OF OUR GROWING COMMUNITY

Hiring and upskilling isn’t the only way to participate in our community. We organise and host a 
wide range of events at our Edinburgh and Glasgow campuses...

Share knowledge or learn from specialists within our 
community at our Digital Talks events

Volunteer at CodeBar Edinburgh. Help enable under-
represented groups to expand their career opportunities by 
learning programming in a safe and collaborative environment

FIND OUT MORE
Subscribe to our newsletter and events page

GET IN TOUCH TO VOLUNTEER AT
info@codeclan.com

talks codebar
edinburgh

Help fund a scholarship on our 16-week course. Your contribution 
large or small encourages amazing people, who otherwise couldn’t 
afford the training, to join our industry.

DIVERSITY FUND FIND OUT MORE AT
info@codeclan.com



DELIVERING A HIGH-QUALITY CURRICULUM

OUR INSTRUCTORS

SCOTTISH QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY:
We are an accredited Scottish Qualifications Authority Centre. Our professional development award 
is accredited by SQA at SCQF, Level 8.

CURRICULUM ADVISORY GROUP:
Our curriculum advisory group is made up of a broad range of representatives of the Scottish tech 
industry.

Our instructor team is made up of experienced developers  and 

Technical Assistants who are passionate advocates for coding 

as a craft. They thrive on seeing people develop in all aspects of 

their training – so as well as acquiring technical skills, seeing their 

confidence and self-belief visibly increase every day.

All of our instructors are qualified with 
appropriate accredititaion



COURSE OVERVIEW

Perfect for those new to software development, 
you’ll learn the fundamentals of programming in an 
interactive style code-along style. You’ll gain a solid 

foundation in the craft of coding.

INTRO TO PROGRAMMING COURSE

SKILLS TAUGHT

UNIX Basics | Coding In Ruby  |  Version Control

Effective Editing And Debugging  |  Terminal

FIND OUT MORE
codeclan.com/courses/intro-to-programming

COURSE OVERVIEW

This highly interactive, hands-on, course is ideal for 
those who want to be able to think like developers, 
creating bespoke websites using industry standard 

languages - HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript.

INTRO TO FRONT END WEB DEVELOPMENT

SKILLS TAUGHT

HTML5 | JavaScript  |  CSS

Introduction To The Web & Associated Technologies

FIND OUT MORE
codeclan.com/courses/intro-front-end-web-development

£500

UPSKILL YOUR TEAM GET 10% OFF 
WHEN JOINING OUR COMMUNITY

£650



COURSE OVERVIEW

This 3-day immersive course is aimed at business 
professionals who need a deeper level of knowledge 

to work effectively with technology teams. Explore 
the tools, techniques and terminology used by 

software development and digital tech companies.

CODING FOR PROFESSIONALS

SKILLS TAUGHT

UNIX | Ruby  |  JSON   |  APIs

Aggregrating Data   |  Front-End & API Integration

COURSE OVERVIEW

On this course you’ll learn how to create interactive, 
responsive web and mobile applications based on a 
modern web architecture, integrating and analysing 

data and APIs, using JavaScript and CSS in a test-
driven development environment.

WEB APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

SKILLS TAUGHT

Javascript | CSS | APIs | HTTP | JSON

Test-Driven Development | Responsive Web Design

PRO

UPSKILL YOUR TEAM GET 10% OFF 
WHEN JOINING OUR COMMUNITY

FIND OUT MORE
codeclan.com/courses/web-application-development

FIND OUT MORE
codeclan.com/courses/coding-for-professionals

£750£1,375



GET IN TOUCH

   0131 290 2600

   info@codeclan.com

    37 Castle Terrace, 
Edinburgh, 
EH1 2EL

STAY CONNECTED

   codeclanscot

   codeclanscot

  www.codeclan.com

“ We are delighted to be working with CodeClan. Given the increasing digital skills gap, 
the tech sector needs to consider alternative recruitment approaches.

I think CodeClan’s role in fast-tracking capable individuals into our industry is vital and 
the calibre of the staff they produce is very high. By working with CodeClan we hope to 
continue to grow our business in the region and in doing so, support skills development 

and the economy in Scotland.“
 - Alison McLaughlin, Regional Director at Sopra Steria

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
When you become an employer partner it’s free to browse profiles, meet 
candidates and engage with our community. You only pay when you hire, at 
which point we ask for a contribution to the student’s training costs. 

Talk to us about your requirements. Together, we can change the future of 
the Scottish digital industry.

WWW.CODECLAN.COM/EMPLOYERS


